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DRM:  Tell us who you are and where you’re from. 

 

CR:  Chuck Ross, I’m a native of Columbus OH lived in Oxford, Mississippi, worked at 

the University of Mississippi this is my 17th year. I am the chair of the African 

American studies program here at the University of Mississippi and an associate 

professor of history and African American studies.  

 

DRM: Talk about the racial and political landscape in Mississippi in the late 50s and 

early 60s. 

 

CR:  Wow, uh, well in the late 1950s and 60s in Mississippi the racial  landscape was 

one of segregation uh and what that entailed in terms of reality African Americans, 

the vast majority not being able to vote, uh many confined as sharecroppers, many 

uh having to deal with the rules and regulations of social segregation whether it 

played itself out on buses—having to move to the back of the bus—having to uh be 

segregated at a movie theater, water fountains, rest rooms, uh and of course uh 

institutions of higher learning like the University of MS, public schools, all 

segregated in which African Americans went to one set of schools uh 1950s, 1960s, 

uh Alcorn State for example, but uh could not come to the University of Mississippi, 

Mississippi State, uh Southern Miss.  

 

DRM: What did the University of Mississippi represent to white Mississippians 

during that period? 

 

 CR:  Uh being here for 17 years, uh from my perspective I think it really represented 

more than simply uh segregation.  In many ways I think, it represented uh what it 

meant to be a white Mississippian.  From the perspective of uh when you think 

about the uh South losing the Civil War, and in some ways this institution remained 

kind of pure, in the eyes of, I believe, many white Mississippians. That uh slavery no 

longer existed and although you had segregation, uh it represented this new kind of 

south, this new MS, uh where uh children between the age of 18 and 22, 23 came 

here had a great experience and then went off and became leaders of the state, 

whether they be senators, whether they be lawyers, whether they be business 

people.  Uh this was a finishing school and uh I think for many individuals that never 

even had an opportunity to come to this institution that were white uh they saw it as 

this elite pure, white, uh institution that should be defended at all costs.  It was 

almost like uh another battle or another component of the Civil War.  It needed to be 

defended by any means necessary. 
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DRM:  What did it represent to black Mississippians? 

 

CR:  I think just the opposite. That it was something that was untouchable. It was uh 

not looking at a white woman when you’re the street, making sure that you step of 

the street, off, off, off the sidewalk if you see a white lady.  Being very, very 

deferential to a white woman. Uh the moniker Ole Miss itself, in many ways uh, is a 

vestige, is a leftover of uh this idea that slaves had to be very deferential to the 

plantation master’s wife and daughter.  Uh she was an Ole Miss, the daughter was an 

Ole Missy.  And so for African Americans, uh it represented uh something that uh 

they didn’t really think about trying to enter into.  They knew it was not for them 

even though they were citizens and paid taxes. Uh they just uh I think accepted that 

you had a certain amounted of powerlessness uh and this institution really 

represented that powerlessness that you had as a citizen in this state. 

 

DRM: What was the first you heard of James Meredith? 

 

CR: I grew up in Columbus, Ohio, and my father and mother were from Alabama and 

they talked to us all the time about what it was like living in the south. And 

throughout our house, we had pictures of historic figures. So we talked about 

history all the time. To be honest, I read a story about what he had achieved, but I 

didn’t know all the details. I knew there was a riot and a couple of people died. 

When I got here, in my first year, in 1995, that spring of 96 he donated his papers. 

And he made a presentation right across here at the library. And where he talked 

about a lot of different topics, he fluctuated. And I left away from that event a little 

perplexed in terms of him personally, but I began to try to quantify it from the 

perspective of what did this guy go through every waking moment. From the time 

that you were actually, forcibly placed on this campus, October 1, 1962, you’ve got 

to walk throughout this campus and you’ve got to think every day that somebody’s 

going to potentially kill you. That has got to wear on you. That has got to have an 

effect on you. So I began to think that maybe he developed a kind of strategy to 

distance himself from whatever reality he was in. And I think that’s the strategy that 

he uses. He uses at times, in my opinion, kind of lightning rod statements. He doesn’t 

necessarily want you to know who he is. He cannot, I don’t think, afford for people 

to get to him and know what his weaknesses, know what his soft spots are. I think 

one thing that he did a very good job of was giving this space. When you see him, 

he’s very, very stoic. He might even smile. It doesn’t matter the names you’re calling 

me. It doesn’t matter that you’re bouncing a ball over my room every night so I can’t 

go to sleep, calling my phone. You won’t sit with me in the cafeteria, no one will sit 

with me while I’m sitting in class. I have prepared myself mentally for this struggle 

and I am going to distance myself from the reality of what I’m dealing with every 

day.  

 

DRM:  Continue on that and talk about the courage that was need for him to take 

his journey. 
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CR:  You know, there isn’t a lot, there aren’t a lot of people that you can maybe 

compare that had the courage of James Meredith. Uh I think uh the person who 

comes the closest is, is Medgar Evers because I think he fully realized that what he 

was doing potentially cost him his life, but he was determined to continue to be 

involved in all of the things he was involved in as the field secretary here in NAACP.   

But even Medgar Evers was not on this campus every day by himself with white 

students, uh and staff, and just miscellaneous people that might just walk up on this 

campus.  This isn’t a secure, this isn’t working for the government, we on—this isn’t 

a government installation.  This is a very open, set of buildings where someone 

could simply walk up here, even though you’ve got these two marshals escorting 

you every day, and shoot and kill you.  Uh so, to be able to do that, and uh I think the 

other thing that uh, uh should, he should be given a lot of credit for—he could have 

integrated this institution and flunked out. And historically he, he would have been 

treated like one of the worst pariahs because everyone would have said well he 

wasn’t very serious, black folk are not, they didn’t have any business coming in here, 

they don’t have the intellectual where with all, all of this negative kind of stuff would 

have taken place.  He not only in, integrated this institution, but he graduated the 

following year.  He, he went through all of the stress and strain of verbal epitaphs, 

threats, and every day knowing that this may be your last day on year earth and was 

able to focus on his studies and do well enough to, to graduate from this institution.   

It’s a phenomenal story. I mean I don’t know of any other individuals uh that could 

have been able to uh stand the test of time throughout that year and a half and, and 

be successful the way he was successful. 

 

DRM: What were the long-term repercussions in the wake of the Meredith crisis? 

 

CR:  I’m looking at it from the perspective that the university in my opinion even 

though you had this, this civil unrest that took place uh and this struggle between 

the United States and the state of MS, uh what he did helped to change this 

institution profoundly. It never was the same after.  And, and arguably it was much, 

much, much better Now for the first time, this institution began to bring in qualified 

students regardless of race.  And if you do not open yourself up to a population of 

people, uh your athletic teams are not the best that they can be, your faculty is not 

going to be the best that they can be, and you’re student body is not going to be the 

best that they can be.  Subsequently this institution was not the best that it could 

have been from 1848 to 1962. And so in many ways this institution really began as a 

state institution—it was a private institution, arguably, from 1848 to 1962—but 

from ’62 to the present it began, it became a public institution. Uh and uh, so, 

although it took uh not only marshals uh but also, of course, the national guard, 

unfortunately the loss of life of a French uh reporter, and a un person from the 

larger Oxford area uh.  Uh it uh profoundly changed this institution, and it changed it 

for the better. Uh if you look at this institution now, and I tell my students all the 

time, uh this idea that we want to hold on to traditions—what traditions do we want 

to hold onto?  Do we want to hold on to the traditions where we had all white 

football teams? Uh I don’t think that’s what we want to do.  Do we want to have all 

white basketball teams?  Do we want all white faculty? Do we want an all white uh 
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student body?  Uh and of course if we go back and put ourselves in the past uh we’re 

not going to be competitive uh in this conference, and uh through, in, in terms of 

dealing with other schools throughout, throughout the country. 

 

DRM:  What was the racial climate like when you came in the mid 90s? 

 

CR:  The racial climate when I came in 1995, was uh it was very, very, it was 

relatively charged for the 90s.  Uh when I got here in ‘95, uh the university had just 

hired a new chancellor, Robert Khayat.  It just hired a new athletic director, Pete 

Boone, and had just hired a new football coach in Tommy Tuberville.   And coach 

Tuberville came out, uh the school was on probation, and I think he tried to use uh 

the resources that were available to him—he was behind the eight ball—because he 

had a reduction in scholarships and here he had to field this team and try to be 

competitive in what is arguably the most competitive conference in college football, 

the Southeastern Conference. Uh he recognized that schools like Miss. State, in 

particular, uh were making it difficult for our institution to compete for the best 

athletes, more specifically the best African American athletes in the state.  And so he 

took a position that the university, uh at football games, should prevent students 

from waving the Confederate flag. Students were livid. They were just upset, white 

students, about this is something they had always done.  Uh the administration 

backed up coach Tuberville, sticks were banned, but there were some heated 

meetings in which I attended.  Particularly one in the student union in which the 

chancellor and the athletic director and several of the head coaches of various 

sports tried to talk to students about the image of the institution.   And they had 

hired a PR firm to look at the image and the students didn’t hear anything.  The only 

thing they heard was you’re trying to take away the flag, you’re trying to take away 

Dixie, you’re trying to take away Ole Miss, and Colonel Rebel. Uh, you know and for 

black students they were relatively uh kind of non-involved.  And, that really 

bothered me.  Because I would talk to them and they seemed as though their 

mindset and opinion was such that it was almost like 30 years ago. That this is the 

University of Mississippi, you can’t change these white folk.  We understood that, my 

grandmamma told me to come here and get a degree.  It’s as though you, you are still 

almost a visitor as a part of the campus.  That the campus was still controlled by 

primarily white students and administrators but even though you’re a student, you 

still don’t have any right to speak out against something you disagree with. Football 

players in particular, African American football players.  Uh how does it feel to walk 

through the Grove and they play Dixie and you‘ve got Ole Miss on your helmet and 

uh isn’t there some contradiction.  Dr. Ross, I’m here to play football.  Uh, it bothers 

me but I’m not going to say anything about it.  I’m here, I’m trying to be the best 

football player I can be, maybe I can go to the National Football League. So uh the 

one thing I think that uh the mid 1990s showed is that we still have some work to do 

an institution. We still have, in my opinion, symbols that are very, very problematic 

and negative that are associated with our institution.  In the 21st century, a state 

institution should not have any symbol, whether it be Ole Miss, Colonel Rebel, 

Rebels, that can any way remotely interpreted as being negative or racially 

insensitive.  If it can be interpreted that way, then we need to get rid of it. 
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DRM: How have Mississippi and the state evolved in 50 years and since you’ve been 

here? 

 

CR:  I think that our institution has evolved in that we are gradually and 

incrementally making progress. Uh the flag was uh officially uh discontinued as a 

part of the university in 1983.  John Hawkins, the cheerleader, decided he wasn’t 

going to take the flag on to the field. And then in 1995, Coach Tuberville got the flag 

out of the stadium. Uh and around 2002, or so the university they were going to take 

Colonel Rebel off the field.  And of course uh I guess it was last spring or so or fall 

2010, 2011, uh the university decided to have this contest and now has supplanted 

Colonel Rebel with the Black Bear and there was a lot of controversy around that. Uh 

and I think I understand the strategy behind doing things incrementally in terms of 

the university.  I think the legacy and the ghost of what took place in 1962 was so 

painful that people in leadership don’t want to just change the overall image right 

away. The want to do things very, very slowly because they think that if you change 

things and take on all of these things right away in terms of the things that 

potentially, the symbols that potentially can be interpreted as being problematic, 

then you’re really going to open yourself up to a backlash in terms, in terms of 

alumni and students and influential people in this state—people in the state 

legislature, people maybe even on the IHL board.  So is it worth it, and the university 

and the administration has said no.  Uh I think that when you look at the broader 

picture, uh this institution has helped to change profoundly the state of MS.  Uh if 

this institution can be integrated, then all aspects of the state can be integrated.  Uh 

we begin in the 1970s of course to get uh individuals uh elected uh to state 

legislatures.  Uh we have uh, you know, the Brown decision takes place in 1954, you 

begin to see uh, uh in terms of uh state uh, in, in, in education uh various state ed--

uh what do I want to say? State uh I’m going blank now.  But boards of education, or 

uh schools throughout the state. Schools throughout the state becoming 

desegregated, school systems in various counties.  Uh and I think that that, all of that 

is a, is a by-products of what took place un in the late uh 1960s and early 1970s as a 

result of this instit—of, of the integration of this school.  And I think that uh our 

state has a tremendous amount of potential.  Uh, part of what keeps me here is the 

conundrum, the hypocrisy, the contradiction.  On the one hand, it’s a state that has 

had a turbulent racial history.  But it has had also some very, very frank discussions 

and has come to grip and has uh and has also wrestled with some significant change. 

Uh no other state has changed more so than our state.  Vermont, New Hampshire, 

California, Ohio, no other state.  And so we’re, we’re the experts in terms of race and 

being able to start at one place and move to another uh another place in terms of 

being able to make progress. 

 

DRM:  Are we “there” yet? 

 

CR:  No, we’re not there yet.  I think that uh we still have uh work to do, in terms of 

uh we’ve never elected a black governor.  Uh we haven’t elected anyone to state 

office statewide since Reconstruction. Uh I think that we still have uh educationally 
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some problems in terms of, uh now one of the things we’re struggling with is the 

discussion of charter schools.  Is that going to be a re-segregation of school systems 

in various counties in this state?  Many people are very, very worried about that. Are 

black school systems going to be the first to fold?  Particularly over in the Delta, 

these schools are supposedly under-performing.  Are black teachers going to lose 

their jobs? Are black principals going to lose their jobs?  Are black students going to 

be forced to leave their communities and go to predominately white school systems? 

That’s a real, that’s a real concern. Uh I think also economically we’ve got a lot of 

work to do uh in terms of opening up opportunity and dis, and really dis, we never 

have really re-distributed land in this state. Uh land has really been controlled by 

few people uh and uh we really need to open up our state to economic opportunities 

by, whether it be enticing various kinds of companies, uh but having some kind of 

creative ideas to help uh open up economic uh opportunity, particularly for uh 

African Americans that are relatively poor.  Uh we have some uh places in the state 

that really have not changed a lot.  Places in the Delta, you can go to and what you’re 

going to see is extreme poverty uh likened to what you saw in the late 60s when, 

when Robert Kennedy came down here.  Uh we’ve got some major problems in uh 

some of the cities that we have, particularly Jackson, MS.  Uh we’ve got major crime 

that is taking place in that city.  Uh so uh you have very affluent suburbs, like 

Ridgeland and Madison, and some other places around Jackson, but in the inner city 

of Jackson you’ve got uh dilapidated housing, you’ve got school systems that are in 

real need in terms of economic materials, teachers uh you know trying to just 

survive on a day to day basis.  So we’ve got some work to do I think in the state. Un 

one of the major problems that I see as a historian, is that race has been used as a 

tool to, for the most part, keep poor blacks and poor white from recognizing that 

they more in common than they do in terms of difference.   And that has been done 

in this state at a level that has been more effective than any other state in the 

country. And if poor blacks and poor whites ever recognize that educationally, 

economically, in terms of the way they, lives are spent on a day-to-day basis are the 

same for the most part as opposed to being very different.  Then those two groups 

can begin to come together and vote and have officials that are going to represent 

them and their interests as opposed to uh from my perspective uh identifying with a 

particular political party or its ideal-- and it’s ideology really around racial lines.  

 

DRM:  So what’s the legacy of James Meredith in 2012? 

 

CR:  The legacy of James Meredith in 2012 uh is Chuck Ross sitting here interviewing 

you, I mean you interviewing me.  I would not be here if it were not for James 

Meredith.   Deuce McAllister all time leading rusher, University of MS.  Uh average 

student that you see walking around this beautiful campus—this young man sitting 

here and doesn’t even know what’s going on and he’s just in these tulips on the 

phone .And uh so uh that’s the beauty of what James Meredith was able to 

accomplish. He was able to basically make the University of Mississippi a reflection 

of the state for the first time. And we need to be very, very thankful because 

whenever you don’t capitalize off a whole population of people and what they can 

do intellectually and what they can do athletically, and what they can bring you in 
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terms of their qualifications and skill set.  You, you’re not maximizing yourself as an 

institution. And this institution now is in fact doing that.  And uh we all owe him a 

great debt. Uh and I think that, uh I am hoping that uh this statue behind me uh and 

as we continue to commemorate 50 years with uh various events and programs 

leading up to October the 1st, 2012 uh that young people like this young man, uh 

both black, white uh will uh have an appreciation uh and will take their education 

very, very seriously. I think that any time you have an opportunity to step foot on 

this campus uh and receive an education, uh on any campus, you need to be very 

serious.  And I think particularly for young African Americans uh, that uh you know, 

you go back to your hometown and you talk to people in your high school class, or 

your grandmother, your grandparents.  I think they uh are very proud when you are 

a successful student here.  Graduation is a time period in which you see—you know 

families are very ecstatic because this young person now has achieved an 

educational goal. Uh and I do think that, and I have been around here for several 

graduations. Ah, African Americans students tend to have maybe more family 

members on average than white students.  And I don’t think, that’s not any accident.  

I think that the aunt, the cousin, they want the, the youngest child of the family to 

come and be a part of that uh so that they can understand what this person has 

achieved and to talk about the significance of that. 

 

DRM: So where would we be without James Meredith? 

 

CR:  I don’t even want to think about where we would be without James Meredith.  

We uh, if it were not for James Meredith uh you would like to think that some other 

person would have come along and maybe exhibited the same kind of courage, or 

other persons.  Uh, I’m not, I, I really don’t think that the University of Mississippi 

and the state would have voluntarily integrated. So it was going to take someone 

like James Meredith.  Had James Meredith not done that it would have taken 

someone else to exhibit the same amount of courage, otherwise the school would 

have continued to be uh an all white uh institution. 

 

DRM:  So is James Meredith a hero? 

 

CR:  Without question. I think he’s a hero. Uh, I think he’s a real live hero. Uh when 

you start defining heroes you have to give credit for determination, courage, and 

ability to focus, do things that the average human being would not do.  Uh I think 

that it’s safe to say probably you and I would have to think long and hard about 

doing what he did. Is it worth the risk?  Uh and uh you know I would like to think 

that I might have been able to do something like that, but I am not sure.  I mean uh, 

the fear that you have to uh deal with uh is got to have, you know, how do you 

measure something like?  And uh how do you stay so focus and do what you have to 

do?  Uh, it’s an incredible story.  

 

DRM:  Irony of buildings named for segregationists. 
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CR:  Well that’s the, that’s the legacy of our state.  You know, Forrest County is 

named after Nathan Bedford Forrest, a notorious general in the Civil War, a cavalry 

officer who massacred a bunch of people up in Fort Pillow, TN. Uh you know, when 

you start poking at the past and wanting to change things people become, it 

becomes very, very emotional.  Because even though uh some people disagree with 

what those individuals did and what they stood for and, and view them as being uh 

very, very, racially insensitive and racist, uh they had family members, they had 

people that looked at them in a certain way in their communities, and so it’s, it’s, it’s 

very difficult. Uh for me, I think that uh we do need to change those things.  I would 

like to see those things change.  If we have a reservoir named after Ross Barnett, 

who was an avowed segregationist, uh, you know, that’s, that’s very, very 

problematic in my opinion. Uh I think that uh you know, we have a lot of towns in 

this state where they have these monuments like we have when you come on our 

campus to the Civil War dead. For an African American when you look at something 

like does it represent something very, very noble and, and something grand and 

honor.  Uh no, when you see that solider you see that is a representative figure that 

wanted to defended the institution of slavery.  So you can’t embrace that, you can’t 

walk up to it and look at it and have any kind of pride or dignity about anything like 

that.  So uh I think that hopefully as we move forward, uh maybe one of the things 

that needs to happen is the state in the state is that we need balance.  We need more 

things named after maybe prominent African Americans.  

 


